Astronavigation Data: Tyrius system, Savareen
sector, Outer Rim Territories
Orbital Metrics: 305 days per year/29 hours per
day
Government: Rodian Grand Protector
Population: 1,300,000,000 (Rodian 91%, other
9%)
Languages: Rodese, Huttese, Basic
Terrain: Jungles, oceans, urban, swamps, rain
forests
Major Cities: Iskaayuma and Equator City (capitals),
Chekkoo Enclave, Matza, Samana, Yusk
Areas of Interest: Betu, Kay-Tap square, Senatorial
residence, Toopil, An'yettu Islands, Encheeko, Flip of the
Credit, Next Chance
Major Exports: Bounty hunters, weapons technology,
exotic animals
Major Imports: Foodstuffs, luxury goods
Background: Rodia is a hot, humid world which is
covered in dense tropical jungles as well as sprawling
cities, swamps and industrial areas. A large area of the
planet was also covered in oceans and there appeared
to be two polar regions on the extreme latitudes. A
known body of water on the planet was the Wesessa
Sea where the An'yettu Islands were located.
The Rodians built their cities on waterways and
protected them with environmental shields, bubble
domes that surrounded all habitation structures and
allowed entry and exit for vehicles and vessels. These
domes also protected from the extreme temperatures
of the planet.
Two major cities on the planet were Equator City
and Iskaayuma which were the planetary capitals at
different periods in Rodia's history. Equator City was the
traditional capital until Navik usurped control over the
planet and moved the capital to his clan's settlement at
Iskaayuma. Two known continents were Encheeko and
Betu.
Rodia's jungles used to host a variety of fauna and
flora which were wiped out or made endangered over
the millennia as the Rodians improved their technology
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and increased their population. The Rodian Karstag,
newoongall and the ghest were native predators of
Rodia.

After the Clone Wars concluded, the Galactic
Republic was reorganized into the Galactic
Empire. Rodia and its population were spared
enslavement under the new regime due to
the Empire's demand for bounty hunters.
Two years later, Rodia experienced an
internal coup when Navik the Red of the
Chattza Clan conquered his rivals in a series
of fierce campaigns that spanned several star
systems. After achieving victory, he named
himself Grand Protector and made his home
city of Iskaayuma the new seat of
government. Under Navik's rule, Rodia
became a freer trading port and an emerging
economic power. Navik also tightened
restrictions on emigration and built ties with
Black Sun and the Galactic Empire. Navik
ruthlessly persecuted his rivals, sentencing
the entire Tetsu Clan to death.

